TEMPERATURE SCREENING KIOSKS
SOFTWARE SECURITY & COMPLIANCE REVIEW
ACCESS CONTROL
What is the password policy used for
your admin accounts accessing your
platform (infrastructure or applicative)?
Are passwords encrypted at rest and
when exchanged? Do you have a
“forgotten password request”
mechanism?
Hierarchy system rights accessibility (tier
level)
Can we use our WebSSO solution
(SAMLv2, OAuthv2) with your Saas
application?
Does the application support token /
certiﬁcate-based access (in case of API
access)?

APPLICATION SECURITY CODING AND TESTING
Please describe your practices in secure
coding (developer security training, dev
environments, code reviews, SDLC, bug
tracking, etc.).
Describe your TLS security ratings

Do you perform vulnerability scans on
the platform? If yes, what is the date and
outcome of last test?
Do you perform penetration tests / code
audits on the platform? If yes, what is the
date and outcome of last test?
Do you have a bug bounty program?
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AVAILABILITY, BUSINESS CONTINUITY & DISASTER RECOVERY
What is your application uptime
commitment?
Do you have a disaster recovery plan?

How scalable is your platform/service?
How do you manage capacity planning?

DATA ACCESS & SECURITY
How can we access to the platform?
Please describe security of these
ﬂows/interfaces (HTTPS, API, (s)FTP, etc.)
Can this cloud solution interface with
Google G-Suite : Gmail, Docs, Drive,
Agenda, etc.?
Reversibility: Please describe the ability
for client to export data from the
platform with a standard, exportable
and exploitable format?
Please describe the ability for client to
delete our data from the platform?

Please describe the security of the
wireless keyboard that comes with the
device

ENVIRONMENT ACCESS & SECURITY
High Level Architecture
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ENVIRONMENT ACCESS & SECURITY CONT.
What are the categories of provider’s
employees or contractors with access to
customer's data? (e.g. Developer,
Administrator, Database Analyst,
Helpdesk.)
How do you enforce security of these
personnel accesses to the platform? (HR,
training, access management, review,
etc.)
How do you enforce “data at rest”
security (location, encryption, access
control)?
Do you use web application ﬁrewalls or
ﬁltering reverse proxy or similar?

IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT
What are the processes and tools for
client's users creation / modiﬁcation /
deletion?
Is there a possibility for a connector with
our IAM solution (IBM Tivoli) so that we
can manage the users in our standard
interface?

LOGGING, ALERTING & INCIDENTS MANAGEMENT
What security monitoring do you do in
the platform? What logs exist on the
platform (events, type of informations)?

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Provide a full disclosure of the IP
ownership of the technology being
provided (i.e., is it owned by your
company, licensed, open source, etc.).
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HOSTING & INFRASTRUCTURE
Who is your Hosting provider?
Where is your hosting location?
Who has the ownership and
responsibility for security maintenance
of Infrastructure layers? (OS, Databases,
networks, etc.)?
What is the level of mutualization of
infrastructure (infrastructure
servers/networks/database/appli shared
or not)? If applicable: how is customer
data segregated from other customers?
Operating system, data storage: please
give us an overview of technologies
used.
Please describe how data is backed up
and backups security.
Internet access: what is the number of
presence points, bandwidth, anti DDOS
mechanism, use of a content delivery
network?
What are the certiﬁcations of hosting
provider (ISO 27001, SSAE16, Tier 3, 4,
ANSSI…)?
Please, describe your physical security
and safety.

POLICY, CERTIFICATION & ASSURANCE
Do you have security certiﬁcations (ISO
27001, SSAE16, Tier 3, 4, ANSSI...)?
Have you been evaluated by a
cybersecurity rating ﬁrms (e.g. Ecovadis,
Cyence, BitSight, SecurityScorecard,
Cybernance, RiskRecon…)?
Do you have a Cyber Insurance?

Complies with
UL/SCA C22.2
No. 62368-1

Component speciﬁcations subject to change without notice. Revision Date: January 14, 2021
This device is not FDA-cleared or approved. This temperature device should not be solely or primarily
relied upon to diagnose or exclude a diagnosis of COVID-19, or any other disease or health condition.
Elevated body temperature in the context of use should be conﬁrmed with secondary evaluation
methods, such as a non-contact infrared thermometer or clinical grade contact thermometer.
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